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Almost every child confronts this age old question - What do you want to be when you grow up? 
Though the age may be tender and unripe for lot many things but grown-ups consider this question
apt for this juncture. The thought of being ambitious and successful is sown quite early in the tender
minds. The child may not be aware of what he wants and what he desires to be? It is too early for
him to zero down on any profession.

A small child gets fascinated by his teacher and profession of teaching. He adores and idealizes his
teacher like anything. The charm oozes out so much that the child wishes to be a teacher himself. It
is where the dream of becoming a teacher takes birth. It is a stage where the desire is instilled but
the route or course is undecided, meaning, the path for achieving this particular goal is unknown.
The aspirant doesnâ€™t know- How to be a teacher?

Wise men say â€“ the execution of plan is equally important as planning because without it, the dream
only remains a dream and doesnâ€™t become a reality. Teaching requires wide knowledge of the
subject and demands effective teaching skills to impart that particular subject. Quality in teaching
depends upon quality in training. Therefore, appropriate teacher training course is must for
accomplishment of the aim. A proper training course can train you in teaching, so that you become
a teacher that you desire to be one.

Besides training, it is important for the teacher to show compassion towards students because this
where it all begins. Remember your time when you were a student yourself, the way you got
inspired by your teacher that led you to become a teacher yourself today. Itâ€™s a vicious circle and all
comes back. Yes, the same time is back again, the only difference, this time that you are next to
blackboard not opposite to it.

You need to embark on the teaching journey with same spirit and passion that enthused you to be
one. You will have to create the same magic and impact that your teacher created once for you. The
same intense and deep devotion you need to show that has power to motivate several young buds,
which will become futureâ€™s top-notch citizens of the country. Many of whom will be fine educators of
the country creating miracles with their dedication and zeal. This is how a teacher should be and
this is what a teacher can do? So, take a step towards your dream job â€“ train yourself to be a teacher.
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